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Kidnapping Caucasian Style (Shurik's New Adventures)” is the 
famous Soviet romantic comedy directed by the outstanding 

movie director Leonid Gaidai. 



One of the scenes from this film was shot in the 
Caucasus, not far from Krasnaya Polyana.



The scene of Shurik’s and Nina’s swimming in the river was 
shot in mountain river Mzymta, which flows to 

the Black Sea in Adler.



The movie tells a story of a naive student Shurik who comes to 
the Caucasus to learn local traditions, Shurik falls in love with a 
beautiful student Nina. 



Comrade Saahov decides to marry Nina and 
agrees with her uncle



They decide about her kidnapping, and it must be 
performed by pretty thieves Trus, Balbes and Byvalyi. 

But Nina is always with Shura.



Then some crooks persuade Shurik that Nina has 
already engaged to another man and, according to 

the ancient tradition, she should be kidnapped by the 
groom. 



At this time, in the Saahov`s chalet kidnappers 
locked Nina in the room, surrounded her, however, 

with all the comforts



Comrade Saahov is making an attempt to introduce 
with  the "bride" and left the room, bathed in wine.



Only later Shurik realizes that he has inadvertently 
became a part of the plot to force Nina to wed a 

corrupt local bureaucrat. 



 
He and his friend are sent to the chalet under the 
guise of doctors, Shura tries to help Nina, but she 

runs away.



It begins the chase, which resulted Trus, Balbes and 
Byvalyi catching up Nina, but they are fall sleep.



Having caught up the car, Shurik rescues 
Nina



In the final episode Shurik accompanies 
Nina following for her on his donkey.



Sorry to say, the most part of the film 
was shot in the Crimea.

 Thank you for attention!


